Employability Guide
Tips to Help You Launch Your
Environmental Career

WHAT’S INSIDE?
As the stewards for the environmental workforce, our aim is to promote and drive
sustainable economic growth within the industry. We know starting your career can be tricky,
which is why we created this guide to help you develop the skills employers are looking for.
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CERTIFICATION

Become an Environmental Professional (EP)

MENTORSHIP
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LEADERSHIP

10 Tips to Help You Stand Out and Advance in
Your Organization
No matter what level you’re at – entry, intermediate or senior – you can stand out and
demonstrate leadership skills which will help you grow and advance.
Here are ten proven tips that any employee should consider to become a leader.

1

Start preparing before you enter the workforce
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Continuous learning and knowledge creates expertise and innovation
Developing industry and sector knowledge gives you the confidence to initiate ideas. Reading books
or taking professional development courses can increase your technical expertise and help you hone
in on your specializations. Employees that innovate and lead new projects will be considered for
promotions.
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Connect with people on a personal level
Get to know your peers and let them get to know you. People are loyal to those they like, respect,
admire, or can relate to. Connecting on a personal level, not a business level, helps develop these
relationships. Better workplace relationships improves collaboration which will help you succeed.
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Get comfortable in dynamic environments
In an ever-changing and competitive business landscape, strong organizations value self-efficacy,
high-achievers, autonomy, and the ability to take decisive actions in the face of uncertainty. You
should have the ability to ‘shift on the fly’ and act quickly in response to change.
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Take time to assess the culture of the organization
To create a harmonious environment and set yourself up for stronger performance evaluations,
align your work behavior to what your supervisor is looking for. How do they like to receive status
updates and reports? Are they more formal or causal in terms of workflow collaboration? One of the
simplest things you can do is adapt your role to your supervisor’s expectations.

Improve your confidence and skills in taking on workplace situations. Charitable organizations or
professional associations often have volunteer roles where you can demonstrate your ability to lead
on the board, in a committee, or on special projects and events.

Even if your ultimate goal is to climb the ladder and
advance, make sure you excel at the job you were hired
to do. This will be the foundation for career success.
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6

Find a mentor

7

Be proactive about areas where you can provide a solution
Contributing to your team with a solution-based mindset is a valuable skill. Look at a problem and
challenge the norm in a positive way; this can produce effective results. For example, you may be
savvy with online systems and could suggest ways to improve efficiency.
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Offer your help
A helpful attitude can help you gain more cross-team exposure and generate more visibility with
key influencers. Be eager about contributing to other projects or committees that impact
business objectives, team culture or customer experience.
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Respect deadlines and pay attention to quality
You may find that you’re expected to deliver multiple assignments at once. Learn how to prioritize
and find a way to get the work done. It’s important to deliver quality even if your assignments are
not very appealing. If you can’t do the basics well, no one will trust you with more challenging tasks.

10

Identify senior colleagues who are viewed as effective leaders within your organization. Approach
them at an appropriate time and ask whether you can shadow them or contribute to a project
they’re leading. This will provide you with great insights and the chance to observe how they have
become successful.

Be transparent and lead with integrity
An effective and well respected leader is open, honest and real. Be confident, not arrogant. Confident leaders lead through values, vision, and vulnerability. Arrogant leaders lead through fear,
blame, and ego.
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COMMUNICATING &
PRESENTING

5 Key Communication Techniques
for the Workplace
Communicating may seem as easy as breathing, but in the business world it’s crucial
to get it right. We’re often bombarded with information and it’s important to
communicate clearly and professionally to cut through the noise.

1

Know your audience
Ask yourself key questions before you begin:
• Who will be reading or listening to me?
• What do they want to know?
• What do they already know?
• Consider any knowledge gaps you can fill

2

Create an outline
Even something as routine as a meeting with your supervisor or co-workers is a chance to show
you’re a great communicator. Start by planning what you need to say and creating a logical
order for the information you’re sharing.
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The purpose and your main points are clear
Once you’ve determined who your audience is, and what they know, you’ll have a better understanding of the information you need to communicate. Think about the main purpose of what
you’re saying - is it to answer a question or to educate a reader?
Once you’ve determined purpose, the next step is to create points that are clear and concise.
This is the time to practice what you’ll say or write. It’s easy to get sidetracked; try and stick to
your main points.

4

Be prepared to answer and ask questions
When you’re communicating information you should always be prepared to answer questions
about it. Perhaps you’re considered the subject matter expert at your company; even if you’re
not, if you’re communicating information you’ll have knowledge of the basic facts and principles.
Think ahead and draft a list of potential questions, and how you’ll answer them.
When you’re engaged in a discussion it’s always a good idea to ask questions. This can help you
clarify information and set expectations. Don’t be afraid to ask questions and double check. It
will save you and your colleagues from frustration down the line.

5

Be open and receptive
Communication isn’t a one-way street. To become an effective communicator you need to practice being a great listenter too.
The key to successful communication is being open to what others have to say. Listen closely to
what’s being said and try not to think of your response while the person is
still speaking. Validating the person’s experience really helps open up lines of
communication. When you make an effort to understand and respect each
other’s opinions, you can work together much more effectively.
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5 Tips for Strong Presentations
Presentations seem intimidating to a lot of people.
Keep these tips in mind to help your presentation stay on track.

1

Keep your presentations consistent
Many companies create presentation templates to keep their corporate branding consistent.
Check with your company to see if there’s already a standardized template - this makes creating a presentation quicker and easier. If there isn’t one, then get creative!
Stick to your company’s colour scheme (look at previous work for examples) in your presentation theme for best results.
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What to include:
• Relevant and clear content
• An easy to follow structure that tells the story of what you’re presenting
• Clear and logical transitions are a must - nothing too flashy
• Keep text minimal but large enough to read (bullet points can help)
• Use visual aspects: screenshots, graphs and photos can help to illustrate key points
• Simplify graphs and charts so they’re readable
• Add links to tools or resources your audience might find useful
• Include takeaways that will resonate with your audience

3

Make notes
Use speaker notes to help you stay on track when presenting. Built-in features in Powerpoint
and other programs allow you to add notes. Alternatively, prepare cue cards to help you stay
focused. Keep your notes simple and easy to read so that you can find the content you need
quickly and keep your presentation flowing.

4

Avoid jargon when possible
Minimize jargon and acronyms to ensure the presentation is easy for everyone to understand.
Depending on your audience, you may need to include specific technical terms. In fact, if
you’re giving a technical presentation then you’ll need to “talk the talk”, just be considerate of
your listeners and their understanding of the topic.

5

Proof your content
Find someone who’s willing to read your content and proof it for basic grammar and spelling.
If you are presenting technical content, have it vetted by a supervisor or senior staff member.
Double check any charts and graphs to make sure the figures are correct and don’t forget to
check any links you’ve included.
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Practice!
Do a trial run of your presentation, check slides, transitions, and read your notes aloud.
Speaking to yourself may seem strange but it helps improve the final
presentation.
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

Top 10 Project Must-Do’s
If you’re tasked with managing projects these
10 areas of management can help you be successful.
1. Integration Management

6. Stakeholder Management

A collection of processes required to ensure that
the various stages of the project are properly performed.

The action of involving any individual, group or
organization that can affect, be affected or needs to
be informed throughout the project.

2. Scope Management
The act of defining what work is required and then
making sure everything works and is done
accurately.

7. Communications Management
Development of a plan to properly communicate
the different aspects of the project to the
appropriate individuals and channels.

3. Time Management
The practice of planning the amount of time spent
on specific activities, and how different aspects of
the project can cause inefficiencies if not
considered.

8. Quality Management
A process for ensuring all the necessary steps in
the project are delivered effectively and efficiently
to accomplish the promised project objectives and
outcomes.

4. Cost Management
The management of collecting, analyzing,
evaluating and reporting on cost information for
the project – including the development and
monitoring of budgets, estimates and forecasts.

9. Human Resource Management
Management of the different team players across
the breadth of the project.

5. Risk Management
The identification, evaluation and prioritization of
any known risks to a project.

10. Procurement Management
The management of different contractors or
labourers that may need to be involved to
successfully complete the project.
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Tools for Your Next Project
Many environmental professionals will engage in project management related
activities, even in the early stages of their career. Having the knowledge and training
you need will help you be an effective project manager.

Your organization may have additional training available for you. If project management is
something you’re interested in, there are certifications and designations available such as
Professional Project Manager (PMP).
There are lots of valuable online resources that can help you stay on top of your projects.
Some useful project tools include:

For a more in-depth look at each area of Project Managment, consider signing up for
our online Project Management courses.

Project Management Basics (5 hours)
•
•
•

12 topics including an overview of the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK)
Environmental examples and scenarios relevant to your career
Learn how to balance the triple constraints of scope, time and cost

Project Management Essentials (5 hours)
•
•
•
•

8 topics developed in partnership with expert project managers
Founded on extensive research on the key skills for success in the
environmental sector
Follows a real-life project scenario to help you prepare
Ideal for recent graduates and environmental professionals looking to
enhance their project management skills
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BUSINESS WRITING

Tips for Business Writing:
How to Ace it and What to Avoid
Great writing is an essential skill in the digital age.
Here’s some tips and tricks to help you succeed.

1

Formal vs informal: think about your audience

2

Be aware of your tone
Writing doesn’t convey tone the same way as speech so it’s
crucial to consider the ‘tone’ of written communication. There
are a few ways to keep the tone positive:
• Be clear and stick to the subject matter
• Use positive words like “should’ instead of ‘must’
• Choose friendly salutations to avoid negative tones

3

Keep it short and sweet
In business writing, ensure you communicate effectively. Keep
sentences, paragraphs and even documents short to make
them more readable.

4

Passive vs active voice:
Depending on what type of document you’re working on you
may want to consider using active instead of passive voice.
What’s the difference?
• Passive voice implies something was done to someone
or something. It’s often used in technical and scientific
writing as it avoids using personal pronouns, seems
less biased, and can be used to describe events objectively
• Active voice implies doing something to a person or an
object. It’s preferred for business communication as it
can add a personal touch.

5

Use a formal tone for audience or people you don’t know: e.g.
“Thank you for the presentation, it was helpful and informative.”
Informal is okay if you’re writing to a friend or close colleauge
e.g. “Thanks for the info! I definitely learned something.”

Check, check, and check again!
Read your work back to yourself, correct any mistakes, and
repeat! If you’re writing something on behalf of your company,
or as a spokesperson, it’s alway best to have a second pair of
eyes take a look at your work before sending.

5 Things to Avoid

1. Looking unprofessional: don’t use ‘text’ talk or
emojis
2. Spelling mistakes: read
through your work - don’t
always trust spellcheck
3. Double check spelling of
names to avoid embarrassing mistakes
4. Beware of tone: when
writing emails or other
business communication
it’s hard to tell what you
mean
5. Avoid confusing the reader: keep your writing clear
and concise

Writing Resources
How to Improve Your
Business Writing
Centre for Excellence in
Communications
Effective Business Writing: Top
Principles and Techniques
8 Must-Read Books on
Business Writing
Purdue Online Writing Lab
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TECHNICAL WRITING

The 3 Stages of Technical Writing
Plan | Write | Revise

1

Plan
Find out which key information and data you need to include. Use the 4 C’s:
• Create an outline
• Clarify the purpose
• Consider your audience
• Check for existing material

2

Write
Keep your audience in mind. Do they have the same skills as you? Are they
familiar with the terminology? Our Technical Writing course helps you develop your ability to write efficiently and with confidence.
Writing Technical Reports
Below are the specific sections you may need to include for formal, technical
reporting:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Executive summary or abstract
Table of contents
Introduction
Background or historical info
Results and findings
Figures and/or tables
Recommendations
Methods used
Conclusion
Glossary of terms
References you cited

Revise
• Read through your work: proofread and check for errors
• Send it for review: ask your supervisor or someone senior to approve
• Respond to comments: use tracking tools when possible
• Check formatting and make any changes

Your company may have a specific way of
writing reports. Check for any templates before
you begin.
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Use title case

State your findings in
summary form

Use sub-headers to organize sections

Label figures and
tables in order

Define any terminology
used in the report

Cite your references; don’t
plagarize!
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CERTIFICATION &
MENTORSHIP

Certification
What is EP Certification?
EP Certification allows you to proudly showcase your expertise with Canada’s only national
environmental designation.
We offer the following certifcations:

As Canada’s only national environmental designation, EP® provides formal recognition of environmental expertise and professional integrity.

•

Environmental Professional EP

•

Environmental Professional in-training EP

•

Environmental Auditor EP (CEA) & EP (EMSLA)

Over 3,000 professionals have already gained EP
Certification!

•

Environmental Employer EP Employer

All EPs get access to great resources:

Our Environmental Professional (EP) Certifications give you more recognition in your field and
demonstrate leadership skills. It also helps employers gauge the skills and knowledge of candidates.

•

Mentorship Program Participation

•

Discounts on personal development

•

Free access to networking events

•

25% off courses and training

For those just starting out, our EPt Certification
puts your career path in the right direction. If you
have 5+ years of environmental experience, our
EP and EP Audtor certifications are more
applicable.

•

Liability and insurance discounts

•

Free eBooks and guides

EP and EP Auditor are based on the National
Occupational Standards (NOS) for Environmental
Employment including 14 diverse areas related
to Environmental Protection, Resource Management, and Environmental Sustainability. Each
specialization has a unique set of standards
which set the foundation for certification.

Take the quiz to find out which designation
is right for you!
eco.ca/certification
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THE EP MENTORSHIP PROGRAM

Mentoring for Environmental Professionals in-training
(EPts) and Environmental Professionals (EPs)
Whether you’re just starting out and need guidance, or
are a seasoned professional, our Mentorship Program can
help.
EPs and EPts who qualify as mentees can meet with our
senior EP leaders to:
•
•
•
•
•

Share challenges and concerns with a confidant
Develop valuable skills that will create new career
opportunities
Open yourself up to new ideas and new ways of
doing things
Recieve 4 PDC (professional development credits)
towards their annual requirement
EPt members - gain a resource to help create and
update your EPt Professional Development Plan
available through your EPt PD Training Framework

Access to Mentoring
Become an Environmental Professional
for access to mentorship, training,
industry insights and more.
Contact us at EP@eco.ca for more
information.
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Continue Your Journey
You’re one step closer to growing your environmental
career, let us help you continue on your way.

Visit us for tools, training, jobs and more
career resources.

WWW.ECO.CA

